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A Generalization of Vesentini and Wermer’s Theorems.

ZBIGNIEW SLODKOWSKI

Introduction.

Applications of potential theory to spectral theory began in 1968
with the following theorem of E. Vesentini [11].

If z -~ Tz is an analytic operator valued function in Gee then
where r ( ~ ) denotes the spectral radius, is subharmonic in G.

J. Wermer [12] has obtained a similar result in uniform algebras:
If f, g belong to a uniform algebra A then the function log

I is subharmonic in 
These results were extended by Aupetit-Wermer [2], and the

author [7]. Eventually the author has proved the following (cf. [7],
Cor. 3.3 and Cor. 3.4):

If Kz = a(Tz) or Kz = (with the above denotations),
then the correspondence is analytic.

(A set-valued correspondence z - ,g’x is analytic if it is upper semi-
continuous and the set is pseudoconvex
(cf. [4], [8], [1], 

It appears that the analogy between operator theory and uniform
algebras, suggested by these results is not accidental: they are special
cases of the next theorem (announced in Slodkowski [8a], Sec. 7).

THEOREM 1. Let X, ~’ be Banach spaces, G c C and V: G --* L(X, Y), I
T : G --~ L( Y) be analytic operator-valued functions. Assume that
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all V’z are topological embeddings and for each z E G, 1m Vz is an
invariant subspace for Tz . Let T, denote the induced operator acting
in the quotient space Y/Im V’z . Then

i) is a subharmonic function in G,

ii) the set-valued function is analytic.

It is not the aim of this paper to give the shortest possible proof
of this theorem, but rather to present the method together with,
implicit to it, notion of analytic families of Banach spaces. From

among the variety of possible definitions the author has singled out
two, namely of subanalytic (Def. 1.2) and of analytic families of
Banach spaces (Def. 1.3). The family of quotient spaces Y/Im V,
is a special case of the latter notion.

It is perhaps worthwhile to stress that the spaces in the analytic
family do not have to be isomorphic (unlike fibers of locally trivial
Banach bundle) nor they have to be given as subspaces of some ambient
space (ax it is in Shubin [10]).

We will state now the main results, but we have to refer the reader
to indicated places of this article for undefined terms.

THEOREM 2. If X = open in C, is a subanalytic family
of Banach spaces (Def. 1.2) and Tz E L(Xz) is an analytic family of
bounded operators (Def. 1.12) with locally uniformly bounded norm
then the function z -log r(Tz) is quasi-subharmonic (Def. 1.8).

THEOREM 3. If X = ~Xz~, M c C, is an analytic family of spaces
(Def. 1.3) and is an analytic family of bounded operators,
then the set valued function is analytic.

Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in Sec. 1. For the proof of Th. 3,
which is given in Sec. 3, several properties of analytic sections are
required. They are studied in Sec. 2.

All Banach spaces considered in this note are assumed to be

complex.

1. Subanalytic families of Banach spaces.

DEFINITION 1.1. A family. of Banach spaces with parameter
space .M is a collection X = ~Xx, 7 11 of Banach spaces and norms,
together with sets of sections F(U), where U and V are
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arbitrary open subsets

-1 

This notion plays an auxiliary role only. We denote also 
Ilz: Z E U~, and, by C(z, U) (where z E U the infimum

of constants C ) such that for every

DEFINITION 1.2. A family of Banach spaces is called subanalytic
if (i) M is an analytic space; (ii) for every U and V, open subsets
of M, and for every the function z --~ (~(~)y y(z);
is analytic in U n V, and (iii) for every z E M there is a neighbour-
hood U of z such that C(z, U)  oo.

DEFINITION 1.3. A family of Banach spaces is called analytic
if (i) and (ii) of the last definition hold together with

(iii)’ there is an open covering U of iV such that for every
U E U the constant C( U) = sup f C(z, U) : z E Ul is finite.

Of course analytic families are subanalytic. By Ex. 1.13, and Th. 3
the converse is not true.

EXAMPLE 1.4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and z -* Tz : 
~’} be analytic. Assume that all Tz, z have closed ranges.

Set Xz = Im Tz. For let F(U) be the set of sections z -~ Txx,
where x E X, and Fd(U) be the set of sections z - 99 IX,,, where 99 is
an arbitrary functional in Y*. It is easy to observe that ~Xz~, together
with and Fd( U), and 11.llz restriction of 11 - 11 in Y to Xz, form
a subanalytic family of Banach spaces. If, moreover, z ~ y(Tz)
(reduced minimum modulus of Tz) is locally uniformly bounded from
below, then the family is actually analytic. Under the latter assumption
it can be proved, by the methods of [9], that also the collection of
quotient spaces T, is, with a natural structure, an analytic
family of Banach spaces. Here we contend ourselves with a, seemingly
special, case of this situation.

EXAMPLE 1.5. Let X, Y, G, Tr be as in Th. 1. Set Xz = Y/Im V,
and let z be the quotient norm. For U c G, let F(U) be the set
of functions z - [y + Im Vz], where z E U and y e Y is arbitrary,
and Fd( U) be the set of functions 99: U -~ Y* such that = 0.
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(Note that ker V§/* = (Yjlm Yx ) * ) . The family thus defined is analytic
by the next lemma, applied to = V.*.

LEMMA 1.6. Let E and 1~’ be Banach spaces and 8: D(O, .l~) --~
00

--~ L(E, F) be a holomorphic function. Assume that S(z) 
n-0

where and &#x3E; 1 / 111r. Then for every 
with 11 y ~~ = 1, there exist analytic function y : D(O, r) -+ E, where

n

PROOF. Condition (ii) requires that all the equations .1 siyn-i = 01
i=0

n = 0, 1, 2, ... , hold. We solve them by induction on n : we start

from yo = y, and then make sure, that (iii) be fulfilled at each step.
Assume that yo, y.,, ... , Yn-l, satisfying (iii) and the first n equations
are already constructed. Since y(So) &#x3E; 11M, there is yn such that

Using (iii), we can esti-

mate the latter number by

00

and so (iii) holds for Yn. It is now lear that y(z) converges
n=0

in D(0, r) and has the required properties. Q.E.D. 7=0
There are several ways to define analyticity for families of opera-

tors in the subanalytic case.

DEFINITION 1.7. Let Tz E L(Xz), where is a su.banalytic
family. We say that is preanalytic if for every U, V c if
and YEFà(V), the function is analytic
in V.

DEFINITION 1.8. We say that G -~ + 00) is quasi-
subharmonic if for every z E G there is ro &#x3E; 0 such that for every
r E (0, ro)
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*

where f denotes the upper integral ( = supremum of integrals of Borel
measurable minorants of g~).

LEMMA 1.9. Let Tz E L(Xz), where is a subanaly.tic family
of spaces. Assume that II Tz II is locally bounded on G and that for
every n = 1, 2, ... , z -~ 17 is a preanal-tltic family. Then z - log r ( Tz )
is quasi-subharmonic in G.

By Def. 1.12 and the remark after it, the lemma contains Th. 2.
We do not know whether the norm condition is not redundant; it is
however easy to show that preanalytic families of operators are not
preserved by taking powers. Combining the proof below with the
methods of [7], one can conclude that the lemma holds also for func-
tions z - log cap o7 (T,), 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.9. Fix z E G and choose ro &#x3E; 0, so that II Tz II
is bounded (by on D = D(z, To), and C = C(z, D)  oo (cf. Def. 1.2).
For each choose Xn E I’(D), Yn E Fd (D), such that llz == 1 =11 

- -, # 11’-

) and moreover 
Clearly the functions I are

locally uniformly bounded from the above in 1) and so their limes

superior, which we denote 1p(z’), is Borel measurable and quasisub-
harmonic in D. Since lim sup log = log r(Tx-), we get 

in D, and so

LEMMA 1.10. Let Tz E where tX,I,IG, G c C is a subanalytic
family of spaces. Assume that z -7- a(Tz): G -7- 2c is upper semi-contin-
uous, and that all powers of (z, w) -7- are preanalytic in
I(z, w) : z E cr(T,)I. Then the multifunction .gz = is analytic
in G.

PROOF. By [8, Th. 3.2] it suffices to show that for E C
the function cp(z) = log za - E is subharmonic
in {z: az + b 0 Of course cp(z) = log where S, = (Tz -
- (za + b)I)-1 E L(Xz). Since z -7- S: is preanalytic for 

is quasi-subharmonic; seeing that K is upper semi-continuous, y so is
m(z). Thus y(z) is subharmonic. Q.E.D.

Example 1.13 will show that assumptions of the above, rather
technical lemma, are difficult to check in subanalytic families of spaces.
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The remainding sections of this paper are mostly devoted to showing
that the required assumptions hold for an analytic family Tz in an
analytic family of Banach spaces. We will now observe that the lemma
yields Theorem 1 rather easily.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 (Sketch). We keep the notation of Example 1. ~.
We omit easy proof that z - and so r(Tz), are upper semicontin-
uous. If T is analytic, then for every n, z - + Im Vz, is

analytic provided y E ~’’, q, analytic and q, E ker Thus z --j- T~
is preanalytic for By Lemma 1.9 function z - log r(Tz) is

subharmonic.
We have to chack yet that (z, w ) -~ (Tz - are preanalytic,

i.e., that with as above, (Z, W) -+ qJz) is analytic.
To this end it is enough to find a polydisc neighbourhood P of given
(zo, evo), such that for every f e H(P, ~’’) = (holomorphic
functions with values in Y), there are Y) and Tz E H(P, X)
such that

Then [f (z, w) + Im Vz] = [g(z, w) + Im Trz], and, by itera-
tion, one gets the same for ( Tz - wI)-n. Concerning (1.1), it can be
solved by modifying slightly the method of Lemma 1.6, or else b5
application of a more general result of Leiterer [3, Th. 5.1]. We omit
further details. Q.E.D.

Before closing this section, we introduce analytic families of opera-
tors of a new kind and compare them with preanalytic ones. We will
also discuss examples indicating some pathologies of the subanalytic
case. First define analytic sections.

DEFINITION 1.11. Let (M is an analytic space) be a sub-
analytic family of Banach spaces. Let f: U --~ U Xz or g : U --~ U 
U c 11/, and f (z) E Xz, g(z) E U. Function f (or g) is said to be
analytic if for every and for every (or 
the function z - t(z), y(z)~ (or z -&#x3E; x(z), g(z)~ ) is analytic in U r1 TT.

We write f E X ) (or g E H( U, X*)).
REMARK. One can also define spaces of strongly analytic sections,

X ) and X*) by pairing f , g with arbitrary y, x in X*),
H(V, X) respectively, similarly as in the last definition. It will turn

out later that for analytic families of spaces classes .~S and H are equal.
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DEFINITION 1.12. Let Tz E L(Xz), z E M, where is a sub-

analytic family of Banach spaces. We call z --~ Tz analytic if for

every the is analytic.

REMARK. It is obvious that if and are analytic families
of operators then Z-7 Tzo,Sz is also analytic. Moreover analytic families
of operators are preanalytic. By this and Lemma 1.9, Theorem 2
holds.

EXAMPLE 1.13. Define subanalytic family of spaces setting Xz =

, One can check that H( U, X) =
where y denotes the characteristic

function. Define Tz E .L(.Xz), z E C, by Tz(x, y) = (x, zy) for z # 0

and To = It is clear that z 2013~ T, is an analytic family of invertible
operators. However, neither z --~ Tz 1 is analytic, nor z is

uppersemicontinuous (for ~1, zl if 0 and {11).
This example suggests that, in the general case, Lemma 1.10

cannot be much improved.

2. Sections of analytic families of Banach spaces.

In this section we study properties of analytic sections needed
for the proof of Th. 3. The key result is Th. 2.5, which will enable
us to represent locally an analytic section by means of a «power
series » with respect to a given, sufficiently rich, set of sections.

LEMMA 2.1. Let X = G c C be an analytic family of Banach
spaces. Let U c G be open such that C = C( U) is finite. Then for

every .K compact in U and for every g E H( U, X*)

Sections in H(U, x) have the same property.

PROOF. Let z be an arbitrary point of .K. By Def. 1.3 exists x E F( U)
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(~ g) is analytic in U,

Seeing that 8 &#x3E; 0 and z c K are arbitrary, the required estimate follows.
The second statement is obtained in the same way. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let X = where M is a complex manifold,
be an analytic family of Banach spaces. Then for every open U c 
the spaces .H( U, X) and H( U, X*), considered with seminorms ~1 IlK,
.K compact in U, are complete locally convex spaces.

LEMMA 2.3. Let X be analytic family of Banach spaces, g E H( U, X*), y
and a E U c C. Assume that U is connected and that for every
n = ~, 2, ... there exist gn in H(U, X*) such that g(z) == (z - a)ngn(z),
z E U. Then g(z) = 0 in U. The same property holds for H( U, X).

PROOF. Denote by .R the interior of the set U :g(z) = 0}. It
is enough to show that .I~ is nonempty and open. Choose connected
V c U such that C = C(V)  oo. Consider b E V and suppose 0.

Then there is such that ~x(b), 0. (Note that the
bound C does not play any role here). Since (s(z), g(z) = (z - a)n.
~ ~x(z), gn(z)~, the analytic function _~x(z), g(z)~ vanishes in f7’
and so at b. Thus .R is nonempty. If zo e R, choose connected V with
C ( V’ )  -; oo. For every and for every z E TT, x ( ’ ) , g ( ’ ) ~
vanishes on V n .Z~ and so at z. Arguing as above we get g(z) = 0
for z E V and so zo e .R. Set .R being both closed and open is equal
to U. Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.4. Let X be an analytic family over U, U and g E
that g(a) = 0. Then there is h E H( U, X*)

such that 9(z) = (z - a)h(z) in U.

PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that a = 0. Choose V
such that 0 EVe U and C = C(V)  00. Since x(z), g(z); is analytic
for every the limit
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always exists. We intend to show that the limit depends only on x(o).
For this we need an estimate of z-11 g(z), similar to Lemma 2.1 but more
delicate. Consider compact K c V such that 0 E Int .K. Let z E ITB{0}.
For s &#x3E; 0, choose such that 

and Since the has a removable

singularity at u = 0,

and, since s &#x3E; 0 is arbitrary, we get

In a similar way one can prove that for f E H( V’, X), such that /(0) - 0,

From the last two estimates it follows in particular that if f(0) = 0,
9(0) _ ~~ 1 E H(V, X), and then lim ~fO)~ = 0.

== 0. We conclude that the limit (2.1) depends only on 0153(O). Since
each vector in .~o is equal to z(0) for some x in F( V), we have thus
defined a function, say on Xo . We omit easy proof that q is linear,
and note that if then

Thus It is now evident that if we set h(z) = g(z) z-1 for
z E and h(o) = g~, we obtain an analytic section h of X* over U.
Of course g(z) = zh(z), for z E U. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 2.5. Let X be an analytic family of Banach spaces over
U C C. Let U and let G be a subset of X*). Assume that

~g(ac) : g E G~ contains the unit sphere of Xa and that G is uniformly
bounded on U. Then there is r &#x3E; 0 such that D = D(a, r) c II and
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for every there exist sequences Ig,,l c G and
such that

PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that a = 0. Let D’ - a

== D(0, .R) be such that D’ c V’, where V’ c U with C(V)  oo. Using
properties of G and Lemma 2 .4., we can represent any f in H( U, X*)
as g(z) + Zfl(Z), where a E C, g E G and II = 1. Let C = C( V’)
and Then we have the estimates

and, by Lemma 2.1,

Using this we can construct, starting from arbitrary f E H( U, 
sequences and ~a~~ in C so that

For such r function is well defined in

and by Corollary 2.2 belongs to H(D, X*). It follows from our construc-
tion that

and so by Lemma 2.3.

COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be an analytic family of Banach spaces
over U c C. Then for every f E H( U, X ) and for every g E H(U, X*) the
function ~2013~ (/(~))~(~)) is analytic in U.

PROOF. For arbitrary a E U choose Y c U such that C( V~)  + o0
and let . By Th. 2.5 there is a disc
D c V, centered at a, such that each g e H( U, X*) can be represented

by means of an absolutely convergent series with

gn E G. Since gn E Hd(V), all functions z --~ ~ f (z), gn(z) ) are holomorphic
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in D, and so is z --~ ~ f (z), g(z)~. Since a was arbitrary, y the function
~ f (z), g(z)~ is holomorphic in U. Q.E.D. 

’

REMARK 2.7. This result implies that for an analytic family X
of Banach spaces H(U, X) = X) and H( U, X*) = X*).

3. Families of invertible operators.

THEOREM 3.1. Let U c C, be an analytic family of Banach
spaces and Tz E z E U..A,ssume that all Tz are invertible and
the family TTIIEU is analytic. Then

i) the set-valued function is upper semi-

continuous ;

ii) the family is analytic.

This fact is all we need to derive Theorem 3 from Lemma 1.10.
We prove the statements (i) and (ii) separately. To handle the first
one it is convenient to introduce continuous families of Banach spaces.

DEFINITION 3.2. A family of spaces as in Def. 1.1 is called contin-
uous if M is locally compact and admits an open covering U such
that

i) for every U, Tr E U the collection of functions z --~ x(z), y(z)~,
z E V, is equicontinuous;

ii) for every U E U there is a constant C such that for every
with there exist 

such that x(z) and y(z) = yo.

A family of operators T, E L(Xx) is called continuous if for every
U E U the set of functions

is equicontinuous.

PROPOSITION 3.3. (i) An analytic family of Banach spaces has
natural continuous strucutre.
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(ii) Analytic family of operators in an analytic family of spaces
is continuous.

PROOF. (i) we have to define the continous structure. Let U be
the collection of all open subsets U of such that C( U)  oo. Define
the new sets of sections Fc(U) == + 1~ ; .Fa( U) =

It is clear that condition (ii) of
Def. 3.2 holds. Concerning condition (i), if U and V belong to U,
the set of all functions z - x(z), y(z)~, z E U r’1 V’, x E y E F:( V),
is uniformly bounded and consists of holomorphic functions; there-
fore it is equicontinuous.

(ii) Since is analytic, for the function

z - Tz f (z) belongs to H( U, X ) (by Def. 1.12) and by Cor. 2.6 the
function t ( f , g) {z) = g(z) is analytic. We have thus defined
a bilinear operator (where 
consists of all uniformly bounded sections in .H( ~ ) ). Considering
evaluations at z E U we check easily that t has closed graph. Since

H°° ( U, X ) and H°° ( U, X * ) are complete (by Cor. 2.2), t is bounded

by the closed graph theorem. Thus for any C &#x3E; 0 the set of functions
is bounded in H( U) and

so it is equicontinuous. Therefore (Tz) is continuous. Q.E.D. 
-~

PROPOSITION 3.4. If a continuous family of operators
in a continuous family of Banach spaces then the set-valued
function ~2013~(T(Tg)IjM’2013~2~ is upper semicontinuous.

PROOF. For sake of simplicity we will consider only the case of
metrizable (and locally compact) M. It suffices to prove the following
two assertions.

The function z ~ II is locally bounded on M.

Assertion 2. The multifunction z - has closed graph. The

same holds for the multifunction z - 

Concerning Assertion 1, consider U and C &#x3E; 0 as in Def. 3.2 (ii).
Since the set

is equicontinuous and pointwise bounded, its supremum,

say g~(z), is continuous. By Def. 3.2 (ii) 11 Tz II for z E U. The

assertion follows.
We will check only the first statement of Assertion 2. (The other

one can be confirmed in a similar way.) Let U, z(n) E U, n &#x3E; 0,
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E and z(n) - z(O), wo . We have to show that

By definition of arn and condition (ii) of Def. 3.2, there
are such that (a constant chosen as in Def. 3.2)
and

while Observe first that

Suppose to the contrary that - 0. Consider for each n the
set of functions , [[ y [[ U c C, y E .F’d( IT ), and denote by
qJn(z) its su.premum. Since the union of these sets is equicontinuous
and bounded, the sequence is equicontinuous. On the oher hand

&#x3E; 11xn(Z(n)) II &#x3E; 1 and - 0. Since this contradicts equi-
continuity, (3.2) holds.

We show now that 0. Consider for each
n the set of functions U, y E Fa(U), 
and denote its supremum by qJn(z). The union of these sets is equicontin-
uous and pointwise bounded, therefore form an equicontinuous
sequence. By (3.1), qJn(z(n)) c C/n. Since

and since ,, This and (3.2) settles
Assertion 2. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 3.5. Let be a continuous family of operators
in a continuous family of Banach spaces. Assume that all Tz are inver-
tible. Then z --~ ~~ Tz 1 ~~ z is locally bounded.

PROOF (Slcetch). If not, then, similarly as in the proof of Assertion 2
above there are U, 9 such that

(3.1) holds with Wn = 0. In the same way as above one obtains that

II # 0 while (3.2 ) holds, which contradicts the invertibility
of Q.E.D.

PROOF OF TH. 3.1. Part (i) of the Theorem follows from Proposi-
tions 3.3 (ii) and 3.4; moreover, 11 T, is locally bounded. For arbitrary
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ac E U choose V, a neighbourhood of a, with compact closure in U
and such that C(V)  co. Let L &#x3E; [[ C(V) and let G be the set
of all functions T:f(z), z E V, where f E H( U, X*) and Then G
is uniformly bounded on V and ~g(a) : g E G~ contains the unit sphere
of X:. Thus Th. 2.5 can be applied. H(V, X*), there is a disc
D = D(a, r), functions gn E G and scalars /Xn E C such that

Since == Tzfn(z), where the series con-

verges absolutely in D to some By (3.3) h(z) = 
for z E D, i.e. the function is analytic in D, and so in V
(a is arbitrary). By Corollary 2.6, for every k X) the function

&#x3E; is analytic. Since h
was arbitrary in .H( V’, X*), the section z - is analytic. Thus
family ~T~ 1~ is analytic in U. Q.E.D.

REMARK. It can be shown, using results of Rochberg et al. [6,
Def. 2.4 and Th. 3.1] that the interpolation spaces of the type B~z~
considered by the named authors admit natural structure of an analytic
family of Banach spaces, with constants C( U) = 1. (The details
will be discussed elsewhere.) Thus the results of Ransford [5], who
studied spectra of interpolated operators, y seem to be related to

Theorems 1 and 3 of this paper.
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